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1. Introduction
One of the most widespread simulation software is MathWorks MATLAB/Simulink package [1].
The MathWorks MATLAB allows the user to analyze complex static systems that are to be
modeled through “numeric computation and visualization.” Also, Simulink allows systems to
be simulated dynamically and allows a controller to be modeled with the aid of block diagrams.
Moreover, the user is allowed to concentrate on the model, rather than its implementation [2].
The simulation of power engineering applications conventionally can be a challenge for both
undergraduate and postgraduate levels [1]. To easy implementation for several kinds of power
structure and control structures of power engineering applications, some simulators such as
MATLAB/(Simulink and coding) to be necessary—especially for students—to develop and test
various circuits and controllers for power engineering, which include all branches in power
engineering area [3]. This book includes some chapters to show how to simulate and work
with MATLAB software for several MATLAB professional applications of power system
engineering. Moreover, this book presents some techniques to simulate power matters in an
easy way using the related toolbox existing in the MATLAB/Simulink and teach the simulation
in the mentioned area.
2. Summary of second chapter
To facilitate the mentioned goals in Introduction Section , Chapter 2 written by Alexandru
Băloi and Adrian Pană proposes a method for network harmonic impedance determination,
practically. The network harmonic impedance has been used as a tool to predict the harmonic
condition amplifications in the case of reactive power compensation by capacitor banks [4].
Based on the measured network harmonic impedance, a quick method has been developed to
© 2016 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and eproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
DOI: 10.5772/intechopen.79777
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distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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anticipate the harmonic voltage and current amplifications. Amplification factors have been 
calculated depending on the equivalent harmonic impedance of the network seen in the 
compensation bus [5]. A distribution network containing harmonics has been modeled, and 
then harmonic impedance has been determined in different operating conditions using 
MATLAB Simulink. Using the measured values and the capacitive reactance of the capacitor 
bank, the amplification of the harmonic voltages and currents has been estimated by calculus 
[6, 7]. To validate the method, the obtained results have been compared with the values 
obtained by simulation after the connection of the capacitor bank to the network. The chapter 
has proved that the network harmonic impedance is a useful tool to estimate the harmonic 
amplification caused by power factor correction using shunt capacitor banks. 
3. Summary of third chapter 
The mentioned goals are followed by Chapter 3, where Anbarasi Jebaselvi and Meenakshi 
present modeling, simulation and analysis of permanent magnet synchronous generator 
(PMSG)-based wind energy conversion systems for both open- and closed-loop control 
strategy [8, 9]. Since the choice of wind turbine generator and optimum power from it can 
be achieved by matching the load and power lines close to each other [10], maximum power 
from wind using PMSG has been made possible by using intelligent controllers, namely 
fuzzy logic controllers. As PMSG suffers from strong decay of magnetic field, which tends 
to reduce the generated voltage at their stator terminals drastically with load, hence not 
much suitable for isolated operation and thus the whole analysis has been done with grid 
connected network. The other major limitation includes loss of flexibility in field flux control, 
and thus intelligent technique like fuzzy logic mechanism has been attempted along with 
Space Vector Modulation (SVM) to have a smooth control of field flux and load power 
management in PMSG. MATLAB Simulink has been used to simulate and analyze the 
PMSG-based wind energy conversion systems for both open- and closed-loop control strat-
egies [11]. It is confirmed that sufficient revenue could be generated from the proposed 
model by implementing the same in real-time. 
4. Summary of forth chapter 
To follow the mentioned goals in Introduction Section, Chapter 4, Chiemela, Onunka and 
Evans Eshiemogie, Ojo develop and implement a wind-induced high voltage transmission line 
vibration using finite element method (FEM) in MATLAB to investigate wind-induced vibra-
tion. The chapter has focused toward the development of a finite element method and its 
implementation on the MATLAB software. The developed finite element method (FEM) has 
been done based on the concept of the simply supported beam model and it has been used in 
modeling the transverse vibration of power line conductors [12]. First, the FEM model has 
been used to develop the equation of motion of the power line conductor. In addition, 
dampers, conditions for damping, and free- and forced vibrations of the overhead conductor 
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have been considered in the FEM model [13]. Wind-induced experiments have been conducted 
in the laboratory using an actual overhead power conductor. The developed models have been 
simulated in the MATLAB computing environment. The results from the MATLAB simula-
tion, finite element, and experimental recordings have been compared in order to determine 
the accuracy of the models and evaluate the efficacy of models simulated in MATLAB and 
developed using the FEM. Finally, the developed FEM has been used as the means to verify the 
effect of varying the conductor axial tension on the natural frequencies of the conductors. 
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Abstract 
The importance of the subject is given by the fact that harmonics are making their pres-
ence felt in electrical distribution networks, and the cheapest and most widespread solu-
tion for power factor correction is the capacitor banks. This chapter proves that the 
harmonic impedance is an efficient tool for assessing the state of distribution networks 
containing harmonics. The unfavorable operating conditions are anticipated based on the 
network harmonic impedance values, and the means of intervention are selected. Har-
monic impedance monitoring and using it in expert systems for operating condition 
optimization will increase in the future. Power factor correction by shunt capacitor 
switching in electrical networks containing harmonics can lead to harmonics amplifica-
tions by harmonic voltage increasing and capacitors thermal overstressing by great values 
of the currents flowing through them. This chapter proposes a method for practical 
determination of harmonic impedance. Based on its values, a quick method is developed 
to anticipate the harmonic voltages and current amplifications that can occur when a 
shunt capacitor is installed for power factor correction. Amplification factors are calcu-
lated depending on the equivalent harmonic impedance of the network seen in the com-
pensation bus. A distribution network containing harmonics is modeled using MatLab 
Simulink, and harmonic impedance is determined by simulation in different operating 
conditions. Using the values of the harmonic impedance and the capacitive reactance of 
the capacitor bank that is connected for power factor correction, the amplification of the 
harmonic voltages and currents is estimated by calculus. The results obtained by calculus 
are then compared with the values obtained by simulation after the connection of the 
capacitor bank to the network. In conclusion, the chapter proves that the network har-
monic impedance is a useful tool to estimate the harmonics amplification caused by 
power factor correction using shunt capacitor banks. 
© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative 
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, 
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. 
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Keywords: distribution electrical networks, reactive power compensation, capacitor 
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1. Introduction 
Harmonics are making their presence felt in electrical distribution networks due to both the 
use of nonlinear devices in the consumers’ area and the high development of distributed 
generation [1, 2]. 
The harmonics of the electrical networks have negative effects like increasing active power 
losses, resonance over voltages, increasing the potential of the transformers’ neutral point, over 
currents in three-phase networks which can lead to difficulties regarding the protection relay 
selectivity, and capacitor banks overstressing. The effects of some types of loads like office 
equipment, air conditioning units, lighting devices, motor drives, and household equipment 
are presented in [3]. This study discusses the influence of capacitor banks on the network 
harmonics conditions. 
Connecting a capacitor bank to the electrical network leads to the resonance phenomena, which, 
superimposed over the harmonic current flow on frequencies close to the resonance frequency, 
result in high harmonic voltage values at the capacitor terminals and high harmonic currents 
flowing through the capacitor bank. Over voltages lead to insulation overstressing, and high 
currents produce a capacitor bank heating that is also reflected in insulation damage [4, 5]. 
There are many methods for network harmonic impedance determination, which are 
presented in many literature works [6–12]. Even the operation of switching the capacitor bank 
can be used for harmonic impedance measuring [13], and online determination of the har-
monic impedance is the subject of many works [14, 15]. One problem that is less noticed in 
these works is how to determine the phase of the complex harmonic impedance. 
This chapter presents a method, which uses the network harmonic impedance like a tool to 
anticipate the harmonic condition amplifications in the case of reactive power compensation 
by capacitor banks. 
In order to reach this objective, Section 2 presents a method to determinate the complex 
harmonic impedance. In order to find the phase of the impedance, the series–parallel circuit 
transformation is used. A mathematical model to anticipate the harmonic currents and voltage 
amplification, based on the harmonic impedance values, when a capacitor bank is connected to 
the network, is also described in Section 2. The mathematical model is validated, in Section 3, 
by a MatLab Simulink simulation for an electrical distribution network that comprises a bus 
with a capacitor bank installed for power factor correction. The results obtained by simulation 
are compared with those obtained by calculus from the mathematical model. Section 4 pre-
sents, step by step, how the distribution network is implemented on a Matlab Simulink model. 
Section 5 comprises the conclusions of the chapter. 
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2. Amplifying harmonic conditions assessment 
2.1. Determination of the network harmonic impedance 
The simplest method for harmonic impedance measurement supposes the changing of net-
work status. The disturbance can be created by switching a network component in the bus 
where the network harmonic impedance must be measured. The main steps of this method are 
as follows [16]: 
1. Voltage and current waveforms recording before the disturbance. 
2. Changes are then made to the status of the network. 
3. Voltage and current waveforms recording after the disturbance. 
4. Network harmonic impedances determination: 
Uk�pre � Uk�post Zk ¼ (1) Ik�pre � Ik�post 
where Uk�pre and Ik�pre are the pre-disturbance harmonic voltage and current, and Uk�post and 
Ik�post are the post-disturbance harmonic voltage and current. 
The impedance Zk does not include the switched load. 
Because the harmonic impedance determined using the expression (1) is parallel impedance, to 
obtain the phase of the impedance, we have to transform the parallel schema into series 
schema. 
The series harmonic impedance can be determined using the following expression: 
ZkS ¼ RS þ j � XkS (2) 
The parallel harmonic impedance can be determined using the following expression: 
1 1 1 ¼ þ (3) 
Zkp Rp jXkp 
1 jXkp � Rp Rp � jXkp Rp 2 � Xkp Rp � Xkp 2 Zkp ¼ ¼ � ¼ j � þ (4) jXkpþRp R2 R2 jXkp þ Rp Rp � jXkp p þ X2 kp p þ X2 kp jXkp�Rp 
Knowing that: 
Zkp ¼ ZkS ¼ RS þ j � XkS (5) 
� � 
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Results: 
Rp � X2 kp RS ¼ 
R2 þ X2 p kp 
(6) 
R2 p � Xkp XkS ¼ 
R2 p þ X2 kp 
We write now these parameters of the series impedance depending on the absolute value of the 
harmonic impedance, which can be practically determined using (1). 
R2 � X2 






Using expressions (6) and (7), we can write the series resistance as follows: 
Rp � X2 Z2 kp Rp kp RS ¼ � ¼ (8) 
R2 p þ X2 kp Rp Rp 
The value of the parallel resistance, Rp, from the expression (8) can also be practically deter-
mined; it is actually the value of the harmonic impedance corresponding to the resonance 
frequency. Using the expression (7), the value of the series reactance can now be determined: 
qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
XkS ¼ Z2 kS � R2 S (9) 
With the values of the series parameters of the harmonic impedance, we can now determine 
the phase of the complex harmonic impedance: 
XkS φk ¼ arctg (10) RS 
2.2. Mathematical model of amplifying the harmonic conditions by reactive power 
compensation 
Switching shunt equivalent impedance in a network containing harmonics, conduce to more or 
less influence on the harmonic conditions, depending on the character and the value of the 
impedance. 
Switching a shunt capacitor bank in order to improve the power factor in a bus of a distribu-
tion network containing harmonics can conduce to the amplification of the harmonic condi-
tions. This is possible only when the harmonic currents are flowing in the network, with the 
frequencies close to the parallel resonance frequency. The resonance frequency occurs between 
the capacitance of the capacitor bank and the equivalent inductance of the network. 
Figure 1 presents the equivalent schema for the k range harmonic, for the cases before and after 
the shunt capacitor impedance switching (ZkCB) in the point of common coupling (PCC). 
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The notations used in Figure 1 are: 
Ik is the harmonic current provided by an equivalent fictive current source. It corresponds to all 
the k range harmonic current sources existing in the network, and it produces the harmonic 
impedance corresponding to PCC, Zknet, and the harmonic voltage drop Uk. 
The harmonic equivalent current source for k range (Ik) does not change its value after 
connecting the capacitor bank (CB) represented by the equivalent reactance, ZkCB. 
In order to determinate the mathematical expressions that will be used, the harmonic imped-
ance “seen” in the PCC before the installation of ZkCB is separated in two components: 
Zkload is the transversal impedance of the load existing before the disturbance, usually a load 
impedance and 
Zknet is the equivalent impedance of the rest of the network. 
The harmonic voltage of k range in PCC is: 
(11) Uk ¼ Ik � Zk ¼ Ikload � Zkload 
in which: Zk ¼ Zknet 
˜̃
˜ Zkload ¼ Zknet�Zkload . ZknetþZkload 
Results of the component of the harmonic current distributed through Zkload: 
Ikload ¼ dload�I k (12) 
where 
Zk dkload ¼ Zkload 
(13) 
We can also write: 
Zkload Ik ¼ Ikload � Zk 
(14) 
Figure 1. The equivalent circuit: (a) before the capacitor connection; (b) after the capacitor connection. 
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After the shunt capacitor bank connecting, ZkCB, supposing that the harmonic current sources 
and the harmonic impedance of the network do not change, we can write: 
U∗ k ¼ I∗ k ¼ Ik � Z∗ kload � Z∗ (15) kload 
Consulting expressions for the harmonic impedance corresponding to PCC after the reactive 
power compensation (ZkCB switching): 




Zk � ZkCB 
Zk þ ZkCB 
ZkCB ¼ (16) 
The total transversal impedance: 
˜̃
˜̃
 ZkCB ¼ 
Zkload � ZkCB 
Zkload þ ZkCB 
Z∗ kload ¼ Zkload (17) 
From (15), we have the following result: 
Z∗ 
I∗ k kload ¼ Ik � Z∗ (18) kload 




Zkload k � (19) kload ¼ Ikload � Z∗ Zk kload 
or 
I∗ (20) kload ¼ FIload � Ikload 
where the notation FIload represents the load current amplification factor, pursuant to the 
reactive power compensation, ZkCB: 
Z∗ Zkload FkIload ¼ � Z∗ 
k (21) 
Zk kload 
Using expressions (16) and (17) in (21), we obtain: 
Zkload þ ZkCB ¼ (22) FkIload Zk þ ZkCB 
So, knowing the impedances Zk and ZkCB from the initial regimen, and the initial load har-
monic current (Ikload), we can find the final load current I
∗ 
kload and also the harmonic voltage in 
PCC after the capacitor bank connection ZkCB: 
� � 
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U∗ k ¼ I∗ (23) kload kload � Z∗ 
The harmonic voltage amplification factor in PCC is calculated by the following expression: 
Zk �ZkCB U∗ Z∗ k k Zk þZkCB ZkCB FUk ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ (24) Uk Zk Zk Zk þ ZkCB 
and 
�U∗� k jZkCBj FUk ¼ � � ¼ (25) � � j j Uk Zk þ ZkCB 
The total harmonic distortion (THD) of the PCC voltage after connecting to the capacitor bank 
must be lower than the highest value: 
sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
Pn Pn 
U∗2 2 ð :UkÞ k FUk 
k¼2 k¼2 
THDU∗ ¼ ¼ ≤ THDUmax (26) U1 U1 
In addition, the voltage in PCC must be lower than the highest value imposed by the capacitor 
bank manufacturer, usually 10% over the nominal voltage. 
Knowing the voltage bus in PCC and the capacitor bank reactance, we can also check if the 
current trough in the capacitor bank is lower than the highest value imposed by the capacitor 
bank manufacturer, usually 30% over the nominal current: 
sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
n 
ICB ¼ IkCB 2 ≤ ICBmax (27) 
k¼1 
X
3. Simulation results, discussions 
In order to estimate the changes regarding the harmonic conditions in a bus of a network, due 
to the installation of transversal impedance, it means to determinate the new harmonic volt-
ages and harmonic currents, using the initial state of the network. 
The validation of the mathematical model was done on a distribution electrical network 
comprising three voltage levels: 20, 6, and 0.4 kV, respectively. The configuration of the 
network and the main characteristics of its elements are presented in Figure 2. 
To simulate the permanent normal operating conditions, the MatLab Simulink soft is used. 
The harmonic regimen was obtained using harmonic current sources for the harmonics 5, 7, 
and 13, in three of the busses of the network (noted 1, 2, 3)—the load busses. These harmonic 
sources model the nonlinear components of the loads. 
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Figure 2. The electrical distribution network used to validate the mathematical model. 
For the validation of the mathematical model, bus no. 3 was selected. 
The transversal impedance that will be installed has a capacitive character, and it corresponds 
to 0.3 MVAr capacitive reactive power on the fundamental frequency. The installation of a CB 
for power factor correction or the voltage control is an operation with a high impact for both 
the network and the capacitors. If the network contains harmonics, the effect of connecting a 
capacitor bank will be harmonic conditions amplification and capacitors thermal overstressing 
risk. 
The ampleness of both effects can be anticipated using the state values of the network before 
the installation like it was proved earlier. 
The amounts obtained by MatLab simulation before the installation of the CB are presented in 
Table 1. The notation represents the equivalent impedance of the linear component of the load. 
By the successively installation of a CB having 0.3 MVAr capacitive reactive power, the values 
obtained using the method presented in this chapter, respectively, by MatLab simulation, are 
written in Tables 2 and 3. 
The simulation was deliberately done for a case with high harmonic conditions—see the values 
in Table 1. It results in THDU ¼ 20% for the bus 3, before the reactive power compensation. For 
the bus 3, where is connected also a load, for the current absorbed by this, we have 
THDI ¼ 19%. We only concentrate on the linear component of the load connected in bus 3. 
From Table 3, we observe that after the reactive power compensation, the voltage THD in the 
k Zk Zk load Uk (V) THDU Ik load (A) 
Zkj j (Ω) Phase (deg) Zk j loadj (Ω) Phase (�) 
1 1.633 51.06 22.76 18.43 3182 0.2 15.75 
5 6.376 62.21 23.946 86.18 430.34 13.92 
7 8.542 57.2 23.972 87.27 524.09 14.00 
13 13.58 39.74 23.992 88.53 376.01 17.75 
Table 1. The values from steady-state operation before the capacitor bank switching. 




k (V) THDU∗ FkIload I
∗ 
kload (A) THDI∗ load I
∗ 
k CAP (A) 
1 1.01 3215.9 0.241 0.967 135.1 0.457 26.799 
5 1.29 430.27 1.76 24.52 17.928 
7 1.56 524.06 2.622 36.72 30.5708 
13 0.88 376.16 2.43 43.27 40.7543 
Table 2. The values calculated after the capacitor bank switching. 
k U∗ k (V) THDU∗ I
∗ 
kload (A) THDI∗ load I
∗ 
k CAP (A) 
1 3216.0 0.2411 135.18 0.4573 26.8 
5 430.31 24.526 17.93 
7 524.09 36.728 30.57 
13 376.01 43.268 40.73 
Table 3. The values obtained by MatLab simulation after the capacitor bankswitching. 
bus 3 will increase to 24.11%. This is due to the high distortion of the current that will flow 
through the capacitive impedance after its installation. 
Comparing now the values obtained by calculus (Table 2) with the values measured in 
MatLab (Table 3), we observe a good proximity. 
4. MatLab implementation of the proposed model 
MatLab Simulink simulation software is frequently used in a large area of engineering fields 
like communications, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, digital image processing, 
and others, both for research and education [17, 18]. 
Figure 3. The electrical distribution network implemented in MatLab Simulink before the reactive power compensation. 
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In this chapter, the proposed mathematical model was validated using Matlab Simulink. The 
electrical network presented in Figure 2 was modeled in Simulink, Figure 3, as follows: 
The electrical system was modeled using a 110-kV three-phase balanced source having Y 
grounded connection. 
The electrical overhead lines (OHL) and cables are modeled using three-phase PI section lines. 
The line parameters resistor (R), inductor (L), and capacitor (C) are specified as positive- and 
zero-sequence parameters that take into account the inductive and capacitive couplings 
between the three-phase conductors, as well as the ground parameters. This method of speci-
fying line parameters assumes that the three phases are balanced. 
A three-phase two windings transformer model is used for all the transformers of the network. 
The connection of the windings is Y grounded for high voltage (110 kV) and D for medium 
voltage (20 and 6 kV). The parameters can be written in pu units or SI units. Changing the 
Units parameter from pu to SI, or from SI to pu, automatically converts the parameters 
displayed in the mask of the block. 
The loads are modeled using parallel R L C circuits defined by active and reactive powers. 
Only the elements corresponding to non-zero powers are displayed. In this example, the 
reactive power of the loads is inductive reactive power. 
This model is used for the steady-state operation condition before the capacitor bank 
switching. 
Figure 4 presents the MATLAB Simulink model of the electrical distribution network with the 
capacitor bank for power factor correction connected in bus No.3. The capacitor bank is 
modeled as a capacitive load defined by the capacitive reactive power. 
A detail of the compensation bus is presented in Figure 5. Here, the harmonic current sources 
for the 5th, 7th, and 13th harmonics are presented. These are ideal current sources having the 
following parameters: peak amplitude, phase, and frequency. A three-phase measurement 
Figure 4. The electrical distribution network implemented in MatLab Simulink after the reactive power compensation. 
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Figure 5. Details of the compensation bus. 
Figure 6. Harmonic impedance before the compensation. 
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block for both voltages and currents are also inserted in the model. The user can choose phase-
to-phase or phase-to-ground measuring. Knowing the harmonic currents and harmonic volt-
ages, the total harmonic distortion (THD) factor both for voltage and current can be calculated. 
The harmonic impedance of the network is measured using a dedicated block named “Imped-
ance Measurement” which measures the impedance in a bus of the network as a function of 
the frequency (harmonic impedance). The harmonic impedance (magnitude and phase) is 
displayed by using the appropriate tool from the Powergui block. The results obtained in the 
two cases are presented in Figures 6 and 7. 
In order to highlight the influence of the capacitor reactive power amounts on the values of the 
harmonic impedance, the following compensation steps are considered: 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 MVAr. 
Corresponding to these steps of the capacitor reactive power, the resonance frequency is much 
lower, while the reactive power increases: 404 Hz for 0.4 MVAr, 460 Hz for 0.3 MVAr, and 
550 Hz for 0.2 MVAr. The results are presented in Figure 8. 
The influence of the load active power is also interesting to study. For a constant reactive 
power of compensation (0.3 MVar), the resonance frequency does not change, but the 
Figure 7. Harmonic impedance after the compensation. 
Figure 8. The influence of the amount of reactive power compensation. 
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Figure 9. The influence of the amount of load active power. 
Figure 10. Voltages waveforms in bus 3 after the capacitor bank switching. 
Figure 11. Currents waveforms in bus 3 after the capacitor bank switching. 
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amplification factor is changing. For different values of the load active power (1, 1.5, and 
2.5 MW), the harmonic impedance has different values (22.8, 17.32, and 11.7 Ω) and the 
resonance frequency has a constant value: 460 Hz. The results are presented in Figure 9. 
Changes of the load reactive power do not influence the results of the harmonic impedance. 
Scopes are installed for both voltage and current. The results for time-domain simulation for 
one cycle (0.02 s), after switching the capacitor bank, are presented in Figure 10 for voltages 
and in Figure 11 for currents. 
5. Conclusions 
The scope of this chapter consists in highlighting the importance of harmonic impedance study 
in a bus of an electrical network with harmonics where a capacitor bank will be installed. 
Capacitor bank switching leads to an amplification of the harmonic impedance for the fre-
quencies close to the resonance frequency. 
The harmonic voltage amplification will lead to high values of voltage to the capacitor termi-
nals and the effect will be an electrical overstressing of the capacitor banks. Harmonic current 
amplification will lead to high values of current trough the capacitor bank and the effect will 
be a thermic overstressing of the capacitor banks. 
A mathematical model for harmonic impedance determination is presented, and, based on its 
values, anticipation of harmonic amplification is proved. A numerical example is presented for 
a distribution network containing harmonics and capacitor banks for power factor correction. 
The validation of the mathematical model was done by MatLab Simulink simulation. The 
presented electrical distribution network is modeled using elements from the Library Browser 
like: three-phase balanced source for electrical system modeling, PI section lines for overhead 
lines and cables, three-phase two windings transformers, and three-phase loads. Harmonic 
conditions are simulated using ideal current sources for different frequencies. Three-phase 
measurement blocks are used for measuring harmonic voltages and currents, and harmonic 
impedance is also measured using a dedicated block. 
We observe a good proximity of the results obtained by calculus and by simulation, MatLab 
Simulink being a useful tool for research and education in the field of power engineering. 
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Abstract 
The high risk in developing a more advanced wind power generator with scientific and 
technological know-how, heavy loss in maintaining the accessories of a wind plant and 
stochastic nature of wind energy make the maximum energy retrieval questionable, but 
still optimum wind energy extraction can be achieved by operating the wind turbine 
generator (WTG) in a variable-speed, variable-frequency mode with different types of 
wind electric generators (WEGs). In this chapter, maximum power from wind using 
permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) is made possible by using intelligent 
controllers, namely fuzzy logic controllers. The chapter also discusses the simulated 
results obtained from modeling, simulation, and analysis of this PMSG-based wind 
energy conversion system (WECS) for both open- and closed-loop control strategies. 
PMSG suffers drastically from load and strong decay of magnetic field, which tends to 
reduce the generated voltage at the stator terminals, making it difficult for isolated oper-
ation and thus the whole analysis is done with grid-connected network. The other major 
limitations include loss of flexibility in field flux control, hence intelligent techniques like 
fuzzy logic mechanism are attempted along with space-vector modulation (SVM) to have 
a smooth control of field flux and load power management in PMSG. 
Keywords: PMSG, FLC, SVM, WECS, WTG, power quality 
1. Introduction 
Nowadays, though there is an enormous degree of power production and energy conserva-
tion, there is a void which could be filled by familiarizing renewables into the power market. 
The major renewable energy sources include wind, solar, fuel cells, geo-thermal, tidal waves, 
and biofuel systems; by analyzing the pros and cons of all these sources, wind and solar energy 
© 2018 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative 
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, 
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. 
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seem to be economically accessible and less prone to pollution and thus becomes inevitable. 
Gearless construction with a total elimination of DC excitation system, compactness in yield-
ing maximum power extraction, smooth grid interfacing, and ease in handling fault ride make 
PMSG the most sought appliance in wind power industry. 
Since wind speed and wind power associated with wind force is not constant, the torque 
developed is not constant as well. Therefore, whenever PMSG is coupled with wind turbine, 
the output voltage generated varies in both frequency and magnitude. In order to synchronize 
load bus with grid of fixed frequency AC, the power output of PMSG is converted to DC and 
then inverted to 50 Hz AC. In addition, the change in DC-link voltage fluctuates in an 
uncontrolled manner, which has to be regulated by suitable modulation strategy applied to 
the inverter on grid side. 
Considering these facts, a summary of the literature survey has been included to compare the 
research outcomes carried out so far on PMSG-based WECS. Various control strategies along 
with the modeling of PMSG were analyzed in order to control DC-link voltage, output power 
and pitch of the turbine in these articles elaborately [1–4]. Several maximum power point 
tracking (MPPT) algorithms were used to obtain the maximum power from the high-power 
turbines [5–9] with a simple and effective controller to ensure smooth control over voltage, 
frequency, and power output. The performance and analysis of an ultra-large wind turbine 
using validated models of mechanical and electrical systems of a wind turbine have been 
conducted under various conditions of step changes in wind speed generated by TurbSim [10]. 
A multipole PMSG model with maximum power point tracking (MPPT) mechanism was 
developed to extract maximum power in this paper [11]. Vector control and sliding mode 
control techniques were implemented to maximize the electromagnetic torque to regulate the 
DC bus voltage and concluded that PMSG was the best for wind power generation systems 
with good performance characteristics of speed, flux, and torque [12]. 
Various control algorithms were proposed and implemented to control the speed of PMSG 
with respect to wind speed in both generation and grid side to maintain the power flow [13–17]. 
PMSG performed well for step changes of load while implementing direct torque control 
(DTC)-based space-vector modulation, and the regulation of power factor was quiet good 
[18, 19]. Sensorless control strategies were compared with various modeling techniques, and 
simulation results were analyzed in these articles [20–23]. 
The two modulation techniques, namely sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) and 
space-vector pulse width modulation technique (SVPWM), are compared, and the resultant 
voltage space vector is found to be rotating consistently at synchronous speed with a magni-
tude 1.5 times greater than the peak value of the phase voltage [24]. The maximum power is 
obtained using the SVPWM modulation technique with the DC-link voltage kept at stable level 
to obtain decoupled control of active and reactive power. The DC voltage utilization ratio is 
around 71% of the DC-link voltage as compared to the conventional sinusoidal pulse width 
modulation which is found to be 61.2%. Space-vector PWM generates less harmonic distortion 
in the output voltage/current waveform in comparison with a sine PWM [25]. 
In this paper [26], the simulated results show that the proposed Fuzzy-PI controller is very 
effective in improving the transient stability of overall wind farm systems during temporary 
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and permanent fault conditions. The main advantage of the proposed MPPT method in [27] is 
that there is no need of measuring wind velocity and generator speed. As such, the control 
algorithm is independent of turbine characteristics, achieving the fast dynamic responses with 
nonlinear fuzzy logic systems. 
With the use of PI controller, the harmonic spectrum (THD) for load voltage and load current 
are found to be 1.31 and 37.92%, respectively. The harmonic spectrums for load voltage and 
load currents with fuzzy logic are 0.47 and 35.72%, respectively. Simulation results and har-
monic spectrum obtained in [28] demonstrate that the fuzzy-based controller works very well 
and shows very good dynamic and steady-state performance. The research contributions of 
this technical article [29] deals with the development of single-ended primary-inductor con-
verter (SEPIC)-based FLC-WECS which can maintain constant voltage at the output with 
minimized ripple content and improvement of dynamic response using fuzzy logic controller. 
This paper [30] focuses on robust control based on T-S approach that allows tracking of 
rotational speed, stator current, and voltage references which correspond to the optimum 
power and therefore operate with the maximum power. 
Here, this chapter discusses open-loop as well as closed-loop method with intelligent control-
ler, and it is confirmed that sufficient revenue could be generated from it by implementing the 
same in real time with very little computation. The following sections dealt in detail about 
modeling of PMSG based WECS with its simulation, open-loop and closed-loop control with 
fuzzy logic technique and concluded with the note that the generated power exceeds load 
power, hence apart from meeting the load demands, it supplies the battery load in addition. 
2. Modeling and simulation of PMSG-based WECS 
The configuration and control schematic of PMSG-based WECS are depicted in Figure 1. The 
captured kinetic energy of wind rotates the generator rotor and cuts the magnetic field set by 
the stator and thus produces electric power. The generated AC output voltage is converted into 
DC using bridge rectifier, and again back to AC by means of DC/AC inverter. A DC-link 
voltage is connected in between the generator and grid-side converters/inverters. 
Figure 1. Configuration and control logic used in PMSG-based WECS. 
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Voltage-fed, current-controlled inverter with insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) as a 
switching device is used to control and synchronize both the stator output voltage and fre-
quency with the grid components. The stator voltage is stepped up by a transformer and 
passed to the network through a point of common coupling (PCC) where the injection of wind 
power has an impact on voltage magnitude, its flicker, and its output waveform. The magnetic 
core losses are minimized by the inclusion of a transformer to increase the overall efficiency. 
This section presents several modules like model of PMSG, a model of rectifier, a model of 
boost converter, and a voltage-fed inverter model with SVPWM along with voltage vectors. 
The major system variables continuously monitored and controlled generate optimal power at 
different wind speeds by PMSG and thus active and reactive power are injected into the grid 
and to the DC bus. 
The control of rectifiers and converters is done by sinusoidal PWM control technique at the 
generator-side control, while the grid-side inverter control includes SVM technique. The 
dynamic model of PMSG with its rotor speed control system is represented by the equations of 
generator in a reference coordinates system rotating synchronously with the magnetic flux. Since 
the stator current vector is represented by rotor flux with respect to d-q axis reference system, id, 
iq and the electromagnetic torque are related with each other through this vector. The magnetic 
axis of the rotor is fixed as reference for spatial orientation of fictitious rotor windings. 
Considering the inductances Lds and Lqs in the stator of the generator which are equal along the 
direct and quadrature axes, respectively and Lds = Lqs = Ls at steady-state condition, the stator 
equations in terms of d and q axes are given in Eqs. (1) and (2) as 
dids 1 ˜ ° ¼ ð�RsidsÞ þ ωe Lqs þ Lls iqs þ ud (1) dt Lds þ Lls 
˛ ˝ 
diqs 1 ˜ ° dψ ¼ �Rsisq � ωe ðLds þ LlsÞids þ ds þ uq (2) dt Lqs þ Lls dt 
where Lls is the leakage inductance of the stator referred to d and q axes. 
PMSG is modeled by using derived mathematical equations and simulated using SimPower 
Systems library available in MATLAB/Simulink. The simulation is carried out for a grid-
connected PMSG in both open- and closed-control modes. Each and every individual model 
is integrated to analyze the complete system behavior. Since wind power is unreliable, the 
PMSG output is not stable. Hence, to synchronize the generated output voltage with the 
inverter frequency, PLL is used. The generator is directly connected to the grid through a full-
scale back-to-back power converter. 
The power converter decouples the generator and the grid. In addition, this full-scale power 
converter allows full controllability of the entire system. Both the generator/machine and grid-
side converters operate in rectifier or inverter mode and thus maintain the bidirectional power 
flow. The generated three-phase AC voltage is stepped up and passed through the utility grid. 
The generator/stator-side converter mainly controls the speed of generator to obtain the max-
imum power output even at low wind speeds. The grid-side inverter maintains DC-link 
capacitor voltage constant and controls the reactive power delivered to the grid. The DC link 
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created by the capacitor in the middle is required to sustain stabilized generator output to 
connect the power grid through an inverter circuit. It decouples the operation of both the 
converters, thus allowing their design and operation suits for optimization. The full-scale 
back-to-back converter makes constant voltage possible and fixed frequency on grid side 
though the rotor runs at varying speeds. The two back-to-back converters are controlled 
independently through decoupled d-q vector control approach. 
A three-phase permanent magnet synchronous machine with sinusoidal back EMF of rated capac-
ity 12 kW, 560 V, and 1700 rpm has been taken for analysis. The average wind speed is set as 9 m/s 
and subject to change between 5 and 12 m/s; it is done by either setting the limits in the saturation 
block or setting the limits of step input. The outputs of this block are mechanical torque Tm, 
mechanical power Pm, power coefficient Cp, and the tip speed ratio Z. The mechanical torque is 
multiplied with gain to get an electrical torque. The electromagnetic torque developed is the main 
source of input to rotate the PMS generator and hence to measure phase currents in the rotor 
terminals. It includes subsystems of PMSG with its rectifier circuit, a three-phase uncontrolled 
diode full-bridge type. The performance of PMSG with its steady-state and transient-state param-
eters has been analyzed for both open-loop and closed-loop control modes in the following sections. 
As PMSG is a variable speed generator and coupled with the wind turbine without gearbox, it 
is not that much difficult to control the rotor speed in open-loop control method. The generator 
model is represented in synchronously rotating d-q reference frame. The back-to-back voltage 
source converters (VSC) are controlled independently through decoupled d-q vector control 
method. The generator-side converter regulates the speed of PMSG to implement MPPT 
control, that is, the electromagnetic torque of PMSG is controlled with respect to generator 
speed such as to achieve maximum power point. The speed control is realized through field 
orientation where the q-axis current is used to control the rotational speed of the generator 
with respect to the varying wind speed. In order to obtain maximum torque per ampere and to 
minimize the resistive losses in generator, the d-axis current is set to zero, while the q-axis 
current reference is determined by the power controller. A random source with multiplier is 
used to adjust wind speed to get 12–15 m/s. The model of PMSG in open-loop control mode 
with rectifier and two boost converters along with the inverter has been shown in Figure 2. 
The magnitude of output voltage at stator terminals increases and the generated stator voltage is 
used to meet the load demand. The DC-link voltage in the intermediate stages is boosted up and 
measured. Whenever there is a low wind speed, back-to-back power converter draws more power 
from the grid to drive the generator such as to provide high startup torque. This converter decou-
ples the wind turbine and grid, regulates the operational speed of wind turbine generator, and 
controls the active and reactive powers injected into the grid, thus improving the power quality. 
As the voltage and frequency of generator output change along with the variations of wind 
speed change, the generator-side boost converter is used to track the maximum wind power. 
To maintain a constant switching frequency within the converter, the d- and q-axis currents are 
controlled indirectly through a current-regulated voltage source PWM converter. The d-q 
voltage control signals of the converter are obtained by comparing the d- and q-axis reference 
currents with the actual d- and q-axis currents of the stator. Final control action is done with d-
and q-axis voltage control signals. Thus, generator/machine-side converter controls PMSG to 
achieve optimum energy extraction from the wind. 
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Figure 2. Model of PMSG-based WECS in open-loop control. 
3. Open-loop control of PMSG-based WECS with SVM 
In order to achieve variable speed operation in PMSG with the maximum power efficiency, the 
inverter voltage should be regulated. SVM-based grid-side inverter has been implemented to 
maintain the inverter voltage constant irrespective of the wind speed variations. Space-vector 
modulation is used to enhance the inverter voltage by selecting a revolving voltage reference 
vector. Eight voltage vectors in a complex αβ plane, among them six active nonzero vectors 
(V1–V6) and two zero vectors (V0 and V7), form the look up table such as to vary the switching 
time of the inverter. 
The main idea of this control is to transfer all the active power generated by the wind turbine 
to the grid and to produce no reactive power such that unity power factor is obtained. The 
expression for active power in d-q reference frame is given in Eq. (3) as 
3 ̃ ° 
Pdq ¼ 2 vdsids þ vqsiqs (3) 
The active power is the power which is transformed to electromechanical power by the 
machine and expressed in Eq. (4) as 
3 ̃ ° 
Pem ¼ 2 edids þ eqiqs (4) 
ed ¼ �ωeLqiqs � ωeψ (5) qs 
eq ¼ ωeLdids þ ωeψ ¼ ωeψds (6) 
Also, the active power is found by Eq. (7) given as 
˛ ˝ 3 
Pem ¼ ωe ψdiqs � ψ ids (7) q 2 
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Figure 3. Simulated outputs for open loop control of PMSG based WECS. (a) Rotor speed ωm in rad/s, (b) stator voltage 
Vabc in volts, (c) stator current Iabc in amps, (d) stator current Idq in amps, (e) electromagnetic torque in N-m, (f) DC bus 
voltage at various stages in volts, and (g) real and reactive powers in stator terminals and load bus. 
The relationship between ωr and ωm is expressed as in Eq. (8) 
p 
ωr ¼ ωm (8) 2 
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where 
vds, vqs: voltages in d-q axis reference frame w.r.t stator 
ids, iqs: currents in d-q axis reference frame w.r.t stator 
ϕds, ϕqs: flux linkages in d-q axis reference frame w.r.t stator 
ωe: electrical angular speed of stator flux in rad/s 
ωr: electrical speed of rotor in rad/s 
ωm: mechanical speed of rotor in rad/s 
P: number of poles in the machine 
Further, the generator torque is controlled by quadrature current component directly. Active and 
reactive power control is achieved by controlling direct and quadrature current components at 
the stator terminals, respectively. The operation and control of grid-side inverter is quite similar 
to that of controlling the rotor-side converter at the generator end. Two control loops are used to 
control the active and reactive power, respectively. An outer DC voltage control loop is used to 
set the d-axis current as reference for active power control. This assures that all the power 
coming from the rectifier is instantaneously transferred to the grid by an inverter. 
The simulated results of PMSG-based WECS for the open-loop control mode have been 
depicted in Figure 3 from (a–f). 
From the simulated outputs, it is observed that the electromagnetic torque dips to a negative 
value of 100 N-m with the rotor speed at 200 rad/s. The negative sign implies that the machine 
was operated as a generator. The stator current gradually builds up, and, after 0.9 s, it settles 
down, while the stator d-q axis current peaks and gradually attains its steady state value of 
�100 A when time elapses. 
The electromagnetic torque rises and maintains at a constant value. The idea of inserting boost 
converter stages in between the DC link is to effectively increase the generated AC output voltage. 
The generated voltage gets rectified, doubled up in first converter and raises triple-fold in the 
second converter and reaches to 600 V. In Figure 3g, it is clear that the magnitude of real and 
reactive power at the stator terminals and load bus almost reaches their nominal value within the 
stipulated time interval of 1 s. 
4. Closed-loop control of PMSG-based WECS with fuzzy logic controller 
Since there is no rotor coil to provide mechanical damping during transient conditions, the 
operational behavior of PMSG is poor in open-loop scalar V/Hz control. In order to improve 
the operational characteristics, to obtain a faster response, to optimize power to a greater 
extent, and to mobilize load power management, closed-loop control of PMSG has been 
attempted. Though often conventional PI controllers are preferred, due to their simple opera-
tion, easy design, and effectiveness towards linear systems, it generally does not suit for 
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nonlinear systems of higher order, time-delayed, particularly complex, and vague systems that 
have no precise mathematical models. 
To overcome these difficulties, fuzzy logic controllers are introduced along the intermediate 
stages which lie between the generator and grid. 
The proposed system includes wind turbine with PMSG constituting a diode rectifier, two 
boost converters, two fuzzy logic controllers, an inverter, a battery, and a dump resistor. The 
generated AC voltage passes through the rectifier and gets converted into corresponding DC 
voltage. Two boost converters are used to boost the rectified output voltage obtained from 
PMSG and passed through the inverter through DC link. The block diagram of closed-loop 
control of PMSG with fuzzy logic controller is shown in Figure 4. The DC voltage is converted 
into three-phase AC voltage using a voltage source inverter comprising more number of 
metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) and is connected to RL load. 
Fuzzy logic controllers are used particularly to track the maximum power point and to 
promote power management. If fine and favorable wind condition prevails, and the wind 
speed is within the cutoff region, this autonomous wind system can meet the required load 
demand. On the other hand, if there is excess wind power meeting the load demand, the 
surplus power generated would be stored either in a battery or dissipated through dump 
resistor according to the battery condition. 
Two fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs) are used to control the duty cycle ratio of the boost 
converters located near the stator side of PMSG. The first fuzzy controller is used to get MPPT 
by varying the duty cycle of the first boost converter, thereby increasing stator voltage of the 
generator. 
By varying the duty cycle of boost converters, the rotor speed of PMSG is controlled to achieve 
optimum power. To manage energy production, another fuzzy logic controller is included 
such as to vary the duty cycle ratio of second boost converter and thus to regulate the DC 
output voltage and decide the moment to either charge/discharge the battery or dissipate 
Figure 4. Block diagram of closed-loop control of PMSG-based WECS with FLC. 
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excess energy to the dumb resistor. With this proposed controller, wind energy is primarily 
provided directly to load without going through a passive element (battery). As a result, the 
number of charge/discharge cycles is greatly reduced, thereby extending the battery life. The 
Simulink model of this closed-loop control of PMSG with fuzzy logic is shown in Figure 5. 
The first fuzzy logic controller tracks rotor speed with respect to reference speed to extract the 
maximum power, that is, in search of suitable generator speed which results in maximum 
power output. Error in speed (e) and the derivative of speed error are given as inputs and the 
duty cycle of the first boost converter as output is fed to the FIS editor of the first fuzzy logic 
controller. Figure 6 shows the sketch of FIS editor used in the first FLC which is of Mamdani 
type. The duty cycle of the boost converters is changed such that the Ton and Toff periods may 
either increase or decrease. 
Figure 6a shows the sketch of FIS editor used in the first fuzzy logic controller. The fuzzy rules 
are framed using “If…Then” statements with “and” operator. The membership functions of 
input and output variables used in the FIS of the first FLC are represented in Figure 6b–d. 
The reference speed of the generator rotor has been taken as 1700 rpm. Fuzzy rules are 
formulated in a way that when the actual speed and reference speed of the rotor are almost 
the same, there is no need of changing the pulse width of the boost converter. The rule matrix 
for the first FIS editor is given in Table 1. 
This type of FLC is mostly used in closed-loop control system, as it reduces steady-state error 
to zero to a greater extent. A set of 21 rules has been formulated considering the linguistic 
terms for the input speed error as NB, N, NS, Z, PS, P, and PB and the derivative of speed error 
as Negative, Zero, and Positive. Likewise, the linguistic terms used for the output of duty cycle 
Figure 5. Model of PMSG-based WECS in closed-loop control mode with FLC. 
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Figure 6. Membership functions used in FIS of the first FLC. (a) Mamdani-based FIS editor of the first FLC, (b) input 
variable of speed error, (c) input variable of speed error derivative, and (d) output variable, duty cycle 1. 
Table 1. Rule matrix for first FLC. 
of the first boost converter are PBB, PP, PSS, ZZ, NSS, NN, and NSS. The defuzzified outputs 
are viewed through rule viewers from the respective FIS editors. 
It is explained in a manner that if the actual rotor speed is 700 rpm, the speed error becomes 
“Negative Big” (NB) and say, the error derivative is “Negative,” then the duty cycle of the first 
boost converter must be “Positive Big Big” (PBB). If the actual rotor speed becomes 1000 rpm, 
the speed error becomes Negative (N), and the error derivative is “Negative,” then the duty 
cycle of the first boost converter must be “PBB.” 
If the actual speed reaches 1500 rpm, the speed error is Negative Small (NS), the error deriva-
tive is “Negative,” the duty cycle of the first boost converter must be “Positive” (P). If the actual 
speed exceeds the reference speed, and hence the speed error becomes “Positive Small” and the 
error derivative is “Negative,” then the duty cycle must be “Positive Small Small” (PSS). 
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The second fuzzy logic controller is exclusively used for regulating the DC-link voltage by 
properly changing the duty cycle ratio of inverters and changing ON and OFF periods of 
power switches, and thus raising the power salvage. As in Figure 7a, the two inputs used in 
the second FIS editor are change in power and State of charge (SoC) of the battery. Three 
outputs considered are duty cycle of the second boost converter, position of switch S1, and 
the position of switch S2. The position of switch S1 decides whether to connect or disconnect 
the battery to the system according to the status of the battery and the amount of excess power 
generated. 
Position of switch S2 determines the addition of dump resistor in the main circuit. The PWM 
output from each of the fuzzy logic controller serve as gating pulses for these boost converters 
and then to the switches too. The rules were formulated for the FIS editor of second fuzzy logic 
controller in such a way that if there is a change between generated power and the load power, 
along with the change in the SoC of the battery, duty cycle of the boost converter, position of 
switch S1 and the position of switch S2 are to be changed. 
For example, If the change in power is “Negative” and SoC of the battery is “empty,” then the 
duty cycle of the second boost converter is “VB” (Ton period is large and Toff is small), the 
Figure 7. Membership functions used in FIS of the second FLC. (a) Mamdani-based FIS editor of the second FLC, (b) 
input variable delta P, (c) input variable, SoC of battery, (d) output variable, duty cycle 2, (e) output variable, position of 
switch S1, (f) output variable, position of switch S2. 
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position of the switch S1 should be “opened,” and the position of switch S2 should also be 
“opened.” If the change in power is “Negative” and the SoC of the battery is “average,” then 
also, the duty cycle of the second boost converter is “VB,” the position of the switch S1 should 
be “opened,” and switch S2 should be “opened.” If the change in power is “Negative” and the 
SoC of the battery is “full,” then the duty cycle of the converter is “VB,” the position of switch 
S1 should be “opened” and position of switch S2 is “opened.” 
If not, for other conditions, the change in power is either “Positive,” or “Positive small,” or 
“Positive big,” the duty cycle of the second converter, position of switch S1, and position of 
switch S2 as “opened” or “closed” and varied correspondingly. The linguistic terms used as 
inputs and outputs are stated as follows: 
For the inputs of change in power as N, PS, P, and PS, and battery’s state-of-charge (SoC) as 
empty, average, and full, the corresponding outputs, namely duty cycle of second boost 
converter as VS, S, M,B, and VB, position of switch S1 and switch S2 as opened and closed with 
their membership functions are shown in Figure 7. 
By framing 36 fuzzy “if-then” rules, the duty cycle of the second boost converter is changed 
and position of switches being altered to prevent wastage and dissipation of power in loads. 
For analysis, it has been taken such that the load power to be met is around 6 kW and the wind 
power fluctuates between 5.1 and 6.5 kW. Initially, it is assumed that the wind power is 5.1 kW. 
If the change in power is “negative” and the SoC of the battery is “empty,” then the duty cycle 
of the second converter should be “Very Big” (VB). If the change in power is “negative” and 
SoC of the battery is “average,” then the duty cycle of the second converter should be “VB.” 
Table 2. Rule matrix for the second FLC. 
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Figure 8. Simulated outputs for closed-loop control of PMSG-based WECS. (a) stator voltage Vabc in volts, (b) stator 
current Iabc in amps, (c) DC-link voltage in the intermediate stages of boost converter, (d) battery parameters, (e) 
mechanical power and battery power, (f) gate pulses to inverter (ton and toff), (g) generated power and load power at bus 
1 and bus 2 and (h) generated output power w.r.t wind speed variations. 
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If the change in power is “negative” and the SoC of the battery is “full,” then the duty cycle of 
the second converter should be “VB”. Conversely, if the generated wind power is very less 
compared to load power, it is taken that the change in power is “Negative” (5.1–6 kW). 
If the obtained wind power exceeds load power, that is, 6.1 kW, then it is understood that the 
change in power is “Positive Small” (PS) (6.1–6 kW). Similarly, if the wind power and the load 
power are equal, then it is taken that the change in power is “Positive” (6.0–6 kW) and, 
accordingly, the other such rules are formulated. Again if the wind power is 6.5 kW, then it is 
implicit that the change in power is “Positive Big” (6.5–6 kW), and hence the duty cycle is 
“small,” switch S1 is closed to connect the system with battery and switch S2 is opened 
(Table 2). 
The steady- and transient-state characteristics of the closed-loop control mode of PMSG with 
fuzzy logic controller through which the most important parameters derived are depicted in 
Figure 8 from (a–f). 
5. Conclusion 
From the simulated results, it is observed that the load requirements are directly met by the 
generated power itself but not by the battery power when the wind power is plenty. The 
mechanical power reaches its nominal value of 11.3 kW. The simulated results for both open-
loop and closed-control modes have been compared and tabulated in Table 3. The generated 
power P at the load bus terminals for closed-loop control mode is greater than the power 
attained in the open-loop control mode. 
Also, it seems that there is a steady increase in the output power, while it is fluctuating in the 
open-loop control mode with respect to the wind speed. According to the variations in the 
wind velocity, there is a remarkable change observed in the output power generated in bus 1. 
When the wind speed is of 8 m/s, the power generated attains 5 kW while it fluctuates between 
9 and 11 m/s, there is a gradual increase in power. It reaches nearly the peak value of 14 kW, 
which is undesirable as wind speed goes beyond 12 m/s. 
When the wind speed fluctuates between 8 and 12 m/s, the reactive power is zero initially and 
reaches a constant value of 2200 VA in its steady state. The speed curve of the rotor attains its 
steady-state value when the time t is 0.5 s. Also, it is observed that the terminal voltage in the 
stator in all three phases is regulated and boosted up to 330 V in the first stage and then to 635 
V in the second stage, and the three-phase stator current is found to be around 25 A. 
During the closed-loop control mode, though drastic change in the power has not been 
observed in the boost converter stages, the generated power exceeds the load power, and 
hence apart from meeting the load demands, it supplies the battery load which is clearly 
visible from its charging current. Also, the battery voltage is getting its full rated value of 670 
V. Further, the generated stator voltage is boosted up, and hence optimum power is observed 
in both grid and loads, that is, the generated voltage at the stator terminals gradually builds up 
and attains its steady-state value after 0.9 s. The magnitude of generated power at the load bus 
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Table 3. Simulated results for PMSG-based WECS. 
seems increasing around 10.4 kW while reactive power reaches 1725 VA but with some ripples. 
The mechanical power also gets its steady value of 11.2 kW within a time frame of 1 s. 
In addition, the load power management is excellent in closed-loop control method using 
fuzzy logic controller. Also, if the generated power is found in excess, it would be stored in 
the battery for future power salvage. There is a notable increase in the magnitude of stator 
voltage and hence the generated power; ripples are considerably reduced compared to open-
loop control mode, thus improving the power quality as well. 
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Abstract
Wind-induced vibration affects the performance and structural integrity of high voltage
transmission lines. The finite element method (FEM) is employed to investigate wind-
induced vibration in MATLAB. First, the FEM model was used to develop the equation of
motion of the power line conductor. In addition, dampers, conditions for damping, free
and forced vibrations of the overhead conductor were considered in the FEM model.
Wind-induced experiments were conducted in the laboratory using an actual overhead
power conductor. The developed FEM models were simulated in the MATLAB comput-
ing environment. The results from the MATLAB simulation, finite element and experi-
mental recordings were compared in order to evaluate the efficacy of models simulated in
MATLAB and developed using the FEM.
Keywords: aeolian vibration, power conductor damping, resonant frequency, MATLAB
1. Introduction
The availability and use of electrical power in the society is crucial in the development and
growth of the society. Power generated from power stations is transmitted using high voltage
transmission lines. The transmission of power from the point of generation to the point of use
requires complex network of high voltage lines, systems and components [1]. High voltage
conductors are usually subjected to vibration and the vulnerabilities of the power lines to
vibration can lead to fatigue failure. Thus, power loading determination and control on the
power grid can influence the integrity of the transmission network. High voltage conductor
vibration is very difficult to model due to the fact that the responses exhibit a non-linear
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Wind-induced vibration affects the performance and structural integrity of high voltage 
transmission lines. The finite element method (FEM) is employed to investigate wind-
induced vibration in MATLAB. First, the FEM model was used to develop the equation of 
motion of the power line conductor. In addition, dampers, conditions for damping, free 
and forced vibrations of the overhead conductor were considered in the FEM model. 
Wind-induced experiments were conducted in the laboratory using an actual overhead 
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behaviour. There has been concerted effort to try and predict the conductor response as a result 
of aeolian vibration. Evaluations of conductor vibration caused by aeolian forces have been 
investigated be several researchers [2–6]. 
Recent researches developed models to investigate wind-induced vibration using nonlinear 
time history, expert systems, the concept of principal modes, aero-elastic and bending stiffness 
[7–17]. The investigation of vortex formation and the phenomenon of wind-induced vibration 
was done using the concept fluid–solid dynamic excitation [18–20]. The models were used to 
determine how wind loading influenced the oscillation of transmission lines. This form of 
investigation was done by experimental studies carried out in a wind tunnel [21, 22]. The 
outcomes of these experiments were used to determine conductor input loading. Several 
models developed by various researchers can be used to determine conductor damping and 
also the placement of vibration absorbers on the line conductors to curtail the effect of cable 
mechanical oscillation [23–27]. Based on the various models that have been developed by 
researchers as indicated in the first and second paragraphs, there is a need to further analyze 
wind-induced vibration using finite element method (FEM) in MATLAB. 
The design, construction and maintenance of power transmission network requires adequate 
understanding of the system dynamics that occurs when subjected to vortex induced vibration 
[28]. Various analysis can be conducted using techniques that suit certain objectives. System 
integrity in high voltage transmission lines is of paramount importance. MATLAB is a multi-
model simulation environment used for numerical computing. It can be integrated with phys-
ical hardware or systems in order to determine real-time performance, characteristics and 
behavior. MATLAB also provides a platform for special hardware in loop simulations [29]. 
These functionalities amongst others are vital in determining various characteristics and 
behaviors in high voltage transmission lines. 
High voltage transmission lines and grid can experience vulnerabilities such as vibration, 
electromagnetic transients, fatigue, transmission loss, switching surges, conductor sag fluctua-
tion [30, 31]. When the conductor experiences vibration, the transmission lines experience high 
amplitudes of vibrations from wind forces and can lead to fatigue of the transmission lines [1]. 
The use of systems simulation and analysis provides the platform to understand the response 
of the transmission conductor. The responses considered in the chapter include transmission 
line excitation through wind loading, conductor properties such as damping and damper 
placement used in mitigating the vibration. 
The chapter discussed the development and implementation of a wind-induced high voltage 
transmission line vibration using finite element method (FEM) in MATLAB. The sections in the 
chapter discussed the development of transmission line equation of motion, the solution to the 
equation of motion, free and forced vibration of the transmission line, dampers and conductor 
self-damping, FEM MATLAB setup and implementation, simulation of FEM models. The 
chapter also discussed results from FEM models, simulation and experimental investigation. 
The chapter is focused towards the development of a finite element method and its implemen-
tation on the MATLAB software. The developed finite element method (FEM) was based on 
the concept of the simply supported beam model and it was used in modeling the transverse 
vibration of power line conductors. The results from the FEM were then compared with results 
from the analytical model and results obtained from experimental studies documented in [1]. 
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The results from MATLAB simulations from the finite element models and experimental 
results were compared in order to determine the accuracy of the models. The developed FEM 
was then used as the means to verify the effect of varying the conductor axial tension on the 
natural frequencies of the conductors. 
2. Transmission line equation of motion (EOM) 
The transverse displacement of high voltage transmission line conductor is generally caused by 
wind loading. This form of vibration with small displacement is known as aeolian vibration and 
it is a source of concern to the power lines reliability. One the vulnerabilities is that it can cause 
fatigue failure of the transmission lines. Conductors are example of continuous or distributed 
systems and modeling its mechanical vibration can either be as a beam or taut string. In [18, 19], 
it was ascertained that modeling a conductor as a beam is more accurate than modeling it as a 
taut string due to the effect of the bending stiffness. Hence, in line with the above, the conductor 
transverse vibration was modeled as a beam, simply supported or pinned at both ends. The 
distributed loading on the conductor is replaced by effective point load that can effectively have 
the same resultant effect as that of the actual distributed load. 
The high voltage transmission line equation of motion was formulated by assuming that 
power conductors can modeled as beams with fixed ends. The following assumptions were 
considered [1]: 
• The power conductor is uniform along its length and it is slender 
• The power conductor is a solid with cylindrical body having both linear and homoge-
neous physical properties throughout its cross-sectional area 
• The power conductor has a symmetrical plane which acts as the plane of vibration such 
that there is the decoupling of translational and rotational motion. 
The assumptions were based on beam theory. In considering the power conductor as a beam, 
sagged by a tensile force S, being acted upon by a concentrated wind load f xð ; tÞ, with cross-
sectional area A, density r, flexural rigidity EI, displaced at a distance of x after time. In Eq. (1), 
the high voltage transmission line equation of motion is expressed as: 
∂4y xð ; tÞ ∂2y xð ; tÞ ∂2y xð ; tÞ 
f xð ; tÞ ¼ EI 4 � S 2 þ rA 2 (1) ∂x ∂x ∂t 
For x∈ ð0; 1Þ, t > 0. The boundary conditions are expressed and indicated in Eqs. (2) and (3): 
∂2ð0; tÞ 
yð0; tÞ ¼  2 ¼ 0 (2) ∂x 
∂2 l; tð Þ  
y lð ; tÞ ¼  2 ¼ 0 (3) ∂x 
The initial conditions at t ¼ 0 are indicated in Eq. (4), Eq. (5) and expressed as: 
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y xð ; 0Þ ¼ y ð Þx (4) o 
y x  _ð Þ  _ð ; 0Þ ¼ y x  (5) 
Introducing the mass per unit length of the power conductor, the new equation of motion 
indicated in Eq. (6) is expressed as: 
∂4y xð ; tÞ ∂2y xð ; tÞ ∂2y xð ; tÞ 
f xð ; tÞ ¼ EI � S þm (6) 4 2 2 ∂x ∂x ∂t 
In order to derive a possible solution, the model was simplified using dimensionless functions 
and Dirac delta functions. In Eqs. (7)–(12), the variables are expressed in dimensionless form 
and expressed as: 
y xð ; tÞ 
Y ¼ (7) 
D 
x 
X ¼ (8) 
L 
t 
τ ¼ (9) 
f 
Df 2 
Ip ¼ (10) g 
SD  
Sp ¼ (11) 2 γL 
EI D 
Mp (12) 4 γL 
Eq. (13) indicates the revised equation of motion and it is expressed as: 
" # 
∂4Y ∂2Y ∂2Y X 1 
p: p p F X  δðX� Xn n τ M � S þ I ¼ ð ; τÞ þ  ÞF ð Þ  (13) 
∂X4 ∂X2 ∂τ2 γ n 
Where γ represents the power conductor weight per unit length and g represents gravitational 
constant. Xnδ X� XnÞ represents the Dirac delta function, F X; τÞ denotes the net transverse ð ð 
force per unit length acting on the conductor and Fnð Þτ denotes the nth concentrated force 
acting transversely on the conductor. 
3. Solution to the EOM 
The general solution to the high voltage transmission line equation of motion was derived 
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using a product of two functions. The two functions were first separated using the principle of 
variable separation as expressed in Eq. (14) [19]: 
Y xð ; tÞ ¼ Xð Þx T tð Þ  (14) 
Where X xð Þ is the normalized function representing the mode shape of the equation of motion. 
The normalized function ensures that orthogonality condition was satisfied in the derivation of 
the EOM model solution. Applying the normalized function in the EOM yields Eqs. (15) and (16): 
==== == 
EI X ð  Þ � S X  ð  Þ � ω2 ð  Þ ¼ 0 x x rAX x (15) 
€ð Þ þ ω2T t  (16) T t  ð Þ ¼ 0 
==== == 






that X xð  Þ ¼ ZeΨx, the model is expressed in Eq. (17) as: 
ZeΨx EIΨ4 � SΨ2 � rAω2 ¼ 0 (17) 
Considering that ZeΨx ¼6 0, hence EIΨ4 � SΨ2 þ rAω2 ¼ 0. The general solution of the Euler-
Bernoulli equation which represents the solution to the equation of the motion of the transmis-
sion line is expressed in Eqs. (18) and (19) as [9]: 
qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
ð�SÞ �  S2 � 4ðEIÞ �ð rAω2Þ 
Ω2 , Ψ2 ¼ �  (18) 
2EI 
vffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi u qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi  u tS � S2 þ 4EIðrAω2Þ 
Ω, Ψ ¼ �  (19) ð Þ  
2EI 
The values of Ω and Ψ represents the general solution of the equation of motion. The practical 
implication of the derived solution is that it represents the transverse vibration of the high 
voltage transmission line. The derived solution has infinite number of solutions and the 
solution is indexed to accommodate all the possible solutions from the model. The indexed 
solution is expressed in Eqs. (20) and (21) as: 
vffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi u vffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi u u � �2 u S2 u S 2πf t n Ωn ¼ t þ þmL (20) 2EI ð2EIÞ2 EI 
vffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi u vffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi u u � �2 u u S t S2 2πf n t Ψn ¼ � þ 2 þmL (21) 2EI ð2EIÞ EI 
Where ωn ¼ 2πf and for n ¼ 1, 2, 3, …. n 
� � 
� �  
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In Eqs. (22)–(24), the infinite natural frequencies of the power conductor were derived while 
considering that the mode shape is the same as a pinned-pinned beam eigenfunction model 
with no external force. Hence, 
nπx 
Ynðx; tÞ ¼  sin cos ωnt (22) l 
� �4 � �2 nπ nπx nπ nπx nπx 
EI sin cos ωnt� S � sin cos ωntþ rAð�ωnÞ sin cos ωnt ¼ 0 (23) l l l l l 
� �4 � �2 nπx EI nπ S nπ � ωn 2 sin cos ωnt þ ¼ 0 (24) l rA l rA l 
The natural frequency of the power conductor in rad/s is expressed in Eqs. (25) and (26) 
as: 
� �2 � �4 EI nπ S nπ 
ω2 ¼ þ (25) n l Ar l Ar 
sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi � �2 � � �2 EI � nπ S nπ 
ωn ¼ 1 þ (26) L mL L S 
The natural frequency in Hz is expressed in Eq. (27) as: 
sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi � �2 � � �2 EI � 1 nπ S nπ 
Fn ¼ 1 þ (27) 2π L mL L S 
4. Free vibration of power conductor 
The self-damping model of the power conductor provided the basis to analyze free vibration 
experienced by the conductor. Free vibration occurs when the forcing function causing the 
power conductor to vibrate become zero. Hence the equation of motion is expressed in Eq. (28) 
as [19]: 
∂4y xð ; tÞ ∂2y xð ; tÞ ∂5y xð ; tÞ ∂y xð ; tÞ ∂2y xð ; tÞ 
EI � S þ βI þ C þ rA ¼ 0 (28) 4 2 2 ∂x ∂x ∂x4∂t ∂t ∂t 
Applying the principle of separation of variable to the equation of motion yields Eq. (29): 
==== == === 
EI X x ð Þ � S X ð ÞT t  x T t  ð Þ _ ð Þ þ rAT t ð  Þ ¼ 0 ð ÞT t  x ð Þ þ βI X  ð Þ _ ð Þ þ CX x T t  ð ÞX x  (29) 
nπx Integrating the eigenfunction Xn x l in the model yields Eqs. (30)–(33): ð  Þ ¼  sin 
� � � � 
� � � � 
� � 
� � 
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h � �i h� � � �i � �4 nπx �nπ nπx nπ EI sin T tð Þ � S sin T tð Þ  l l l l h � �i h � �i h � �i (30) � �4 nπx nπx nπx nπ _ _ € þβI sin T tð Þ þ C sin T tð Þ þ rA sin T tð Þ ¼ 0 l l l l 
" � �4 � # � � π π�2 _ nπx EI n T tð Þ þ S n T tð Þ  
sin l l � ¼ 0 (31) �4 l π _ þ βI n T t  T t  T t  ð Þ þ C ð Þ þ rA €ð Þ  l 
� �4 � �2 � � nπ nπ nπ 
rA € _ T tð Þ þ  βI þ C T tð Þ þ  S þ EI T tð Þ ¼ 0 (32) 
l l l 
� �4 � �2 � �4 βI nπ C S nπ EI nπ € _ T tð Þ þ  þ T tð Þ þ  þ T tð Þ ¼ 0 (33) 
rA l rA rA l rA l 
Considering that the vibration model represents a multi-degree vibration system. The 
natural frequency of the power conductor is determined and expressed in Eqs. (34) and 
(35): 
� �2 � �4 S nπ EI nπ 
ω2 ¼ þ (34) n rA l rA l 
� �4 βI nπ C 
2ξωn 
2 ¼ þ (35) 
rA l rA 
The temporal solution to the free vibration model is expressed in Eq. (36) as: 
�ξnωn Tn ¼ A1e t sin ωdtþ ϕ (36) 
The solution can also be represented in Eq. (37) and expressed as: 
�ξnωnt B Tn ¼ e ð 1 sin ωdtþ B2 cos ωdtÞ (37) 
Where the damped frequency of the power conductor is expressed in Eq. (38) as: 
qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
ωd ¼ ωn 1 � ξ2 (38) 
The system response is expressed in Eq. (39) as: 
∞ X �ξnωn y xð ; tÞ ¼  A1e t sin ðωdtþ φÞ sin nπx (39) l n¼1 
The response can also be represented in Eq. (40) and expressed as: 
∞X� � �ξnωn y xð ; tÞ ¼  e tðB1 sin ωdtþ B2 cos ωdÞ sin nπx (40) l n¼1 
" � �  � � # 
� � � � � �  � �  � �  
� � 
� �  � �  
� � � �  
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5. Forced vibration of power conductor 
High voltage transmission lines are exposed to loading from the wind. The actual system 
representation through system simulation strategy considers a case of distributed load 
through the span of the conductor. In order to simplify simulations, the external force acting 
on the conductor is represented as a point load. In Eqs. (41)–(43), the equation of motion is 
solved with an excitation force in order to evaluate the actual response of high voltage trans-
mission lines under aeolian vibration [1]. Hence, 
∂4y xð ; tÞ ∂2y xð ; tÞ ∂5y xð ; tÞ ∂y xð ; tÞ ∂2y xð ; tÞ 
EI � S þ βI þ C þ rA ¼ f xð ; tÞ (41) 4 2 2 ∂x ∂x ∂x4∂t ∂t ∂t 
4 2 � � π π _ nπx EI n T tð Þ þ S n T tð Þ  l l sin � �4 ¼ F sin ωdrt (42) l π _ þ βI n T t  T t  T t  ð Þ þ C ð Þ þ rA €ð Þ  l 
4 2 4 βI nπ C S nπ EI nπ € _ T tð Þ þ  þ T tð Þ þ  þ T tð Þ ¼ F sin ωdrt (43) 
rA l rA rA l rA l 
Expressing the model as a multi-degree system yields Eq. (44): 
�ζωn T tð Þ ¼ Ae t sin ωdtþ ϕ þ X cos ðωt� θÞ (44) 
The natural frequency of the power conductor under forced vibration is expressed in Eqs. (45) 
and (46) as: 
2 4 S nπ EI nπ 
ω2 ¼ þ (45) n rA l rA l 
4 βI nπ C 
2ξωn 
2 ¼ þ (46) 
rA l rA 
The solution to the equation of motion under forced vibration is expressed in Eq. (47) as: 
h i nπx � � 
y xð ; tÞ ¼  sin Ae�ζωt sin sin ωtþ ϕ þ X cos ðωt� θÞ (47) 
l 
6. Conductor self-damping and dampers 
The influence of external and internal damping mechanisms was considered in the conductor 
vibration model. The factors considered included the following [1, 32]: 
• The power conductor inter-strand motion and fluid damping. This is proportional to the 
conductor velocity and represented as viscous damping in the model. 
• The rate of strain in the power conductor. This proportional to the internal damping of the 
power conductor. 
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The high voltage transmission line damped model is expressed in Eq. (48) as: 
∂4y xð ; tÞ ∂2y xð ; tÞ ∂5y xð ; tÞ ∂y xð ; tÞ ∂2y xð ; tÞ 
EI � S þ βI þ C þ rA ¼ f xð ; tÞ (48) 4 2 2 ∂x ∂x ∂x4∂t ∂t ∂t 
Where C and β represent damping constants. In the presence of axial load, viscous air damping, 
strain rate damping or Kelvin-Voigt damping, high voltage transmission line integrity can be 
managed. 
There are various types of dampers that can be used to reduce vibration. The dampers are 
excited by the vibration of the power conductor and the vibration of their masses connected by 
the massager cable help to damp out energy. Stockbridge dampers are commonly installed on 
high voltage transmission lines to reduce aeolian vibrations. Stockbridge dampers can be sym-
metrical or asymmetrical in their design. An example of dampers installed on high voltage 
transmission lines is shown in Figure 1. The design of Stockbridge dampers follows the principle 
of cantilever beams with mass at the free ends. The contribution of dampers to power conductor 
vibration mitigation is to lower the severity of the vibration to a level that might prevent failure 
to the line. 
Figure 1. Asymmetrical damper. 
7. FEM MATLAB model setup, formulation and implementation 
In order to implement the conductor model in MATLAB environment, finite element analysis 
formulation was done as function of the physical state of power transmission line conductor. 
The models developed using finite element analysis can then be implemented in MATLAB. 
The FEM model enables the analysis of the dynamic behavior and response of power line 
conductor to the dynamic forces of wind [33]. Consider a power transmission line subjected to 
dynamic aeolian vibration as an assembly of thin strands having distributed mass and elastic-
ity. The physical model can be represented used partial differential equations. Each strand in 
the transmission line experiences axial, bending and torsional loads from the wind [34, 35]. The 
accurate representation of each factor is critical in the determination of the dynamic behavior 
of power transmission lines [36, 37]. Euler-Bernoulli curved beam theory was used to formu-
late the finite element model of power transmission lines. 
Consider a power transmission line experiencing a vertical force, curvature and an axial force 
has an axial displacement modeled in Eq. (49) as [21]: 
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v u xð Þ  
u x; yÞ ¼ u0ð Þ þ  - y θx þ (49) ð x R R 
Where θx represents the rotation of the power line due to flexural effect, R represents the 
radius of rotation, y represents the distance from the axis of rotation to the centroidal axis of 
the conductor or transverse displacement, v represents tangential displacement and u xð Þ rep-
resents the axial displacement of the power lines. The shape function for power transmission 
lines having rotation, bending and axial motion components is modeled using discretization 
techniques and represented in Eqs. (50)–(52) as: 
u sð  Þ ¼ b0 þ b1s (50) 
3 v sð Þ ¼ c0 þ c1Sþ c2S2 þ c3S (51) 
dvðSÞ 2 θ ¼ ¼ c1 þ 2c2Sþ 3c3S (52) ds 












3 2 3 2 0 0 0 N1 0 N2 u 664 
775 64 75 0 N3 0 N4 N5 N ¼ v 6 
θ 0 0 N4 0 N5 N6 
Where 
1 
N1 ¼ 1 - ζ ð Þ 2 (54) 
1 
N2 ¼ 1 þ ζ ð Þ 2 (55) 
1   
2 - 3ζ þ ζ3 N (56) 3 ¼ 4 
1   
1 - ζ - ζ2 - ζ3 N (57) 4 ¼ 4 
1   
2 þ 3ζ - ζ3 (58) N5 ¼ 4 
  1 
1 - ζ þ ζ2 þ ζ3 N (59) 6 ¼ 4 
The power line matrix model contains the strand stiffness K, mass matrix M and the load 
vector F. They are expressed in Eq. (60) as: 
� �  
� �  
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ð ð ð 
1 1 1 T T T K Na ðEAÞNa δζ þ NB ð Þ  δζ þ T NB, T δζ (60) ½  � ¼  EI NB NB ð Þ  2 2 2 
Where A represents the cross-sectional area of the power line, E represents the young modulus 
of the power line material, I represents polar moment of area, T represents the kinetic energy 
of the system. The matrix is modeled in Eq. (61). 
ð ð 
1 1 T T ½M� ¼  u_ rAu_ þ g_ rAv_ (61) 
2 2 




δW ¼ F δu (62) 
2 
The power line conductor model is constructed using Euler-Bernoulli theories and summa-
rized in Eq. (63) as: 
� �� � � �� � � � 
M11 M12 u€ K11 K12 u F1 þ ¼ (63) 
M21 M22 v€ K21 K22 v F2 
The finite element analysis follows a step by step numerical computation in the MATLAB 
environment as documented in [38, 39]. The dynamic response analysis assumes continuous 
displacement, velocity and acceleration [40, 41]. The numerical integration technique utilized 
was based on Newmark integration method. The compact form of the high voltage transmis-
sion line model is expressed in Eqs. (64)–(69) as [18]: 
½ �M y€ ½ � y ½ � y ½ �  f g þ C f g_ þ K f g ¼ F (64) 
∧ 
K ¼ K a3 m (65) ½ �sþ1 þ ½ �sþ1 
sþ1 
∧ � � f g  ½ � f g  y f g  F ¼ F 1 þ m a y  þ af g_ þ a y€ (66) sþ sþ1 s s s 
s, sþ1 
2 
a3 ¼ 2 (67) γ Δtð Þ  
2 
a4 ¼ (68) γΔt 
1 
a5 ¼ � 1 (69) γ 
The initial conditions are expressed in Eq. (70) as: 
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� �1 ½ �y€ ½ � 1½ �F ½ �  ½ �y 0 (70) 0 ¼ M 0 � K 
The acceleration vector is expressed in Eqs. (71)–(74) as: 
˜ ° ½ �  1 ¼ a3 f g  1 � y a4 y � a5 y (71) y€ y f g � f g_ f g€sþ sþ s s 
½ �  y f g  y (72) y€ 1 ¼ f g€ þ a2 y€ ¼ a1f g€sþ s s sþ1 
a1 ¼ αΔt (73) 
a2 ¼ ð1 � αÞΔt (74) 
8. FEM MATLAB model implementation strategy 
In order to test the validity of the models discussed earlier using MATLAB, an aluminum power 
conductor with a steel core having a total diameter of 35.56 mm and having an ultimate tensile 
strength of 51.51kN was used in setting up the MATLAB simulation. Further physical properties 
of the power cable are shown in Table 1. The power conductor had a minimum bending stiffness 
EImin of 8.66 Nm2 and maximum bending stiffness EImax of 433 Nm2. The wholistic finite 
element models where implemented in MATLAB using strategy expressed in Figure 2. 
Strand layer Strand material Diameter (mm) No. of strands Pitch per length (cm) Lay direction 
Layer 0 Steel 2.25 1 
Layer 1 Aluminum 3.38 6 16.1 Left hand lay 
Layer 2 Aluminum 3.38 12 22.2 Right hand lay 
Table 1. Power transmission conductor physical properties. 
The inputs in the MATLAB algorithm were bending and axial loads, the cross-sectional area of 
the power conductor, strand radius and strand material type. The type of analysis which can 
be either static or dynamic was also specified as part initial and boundary conditions. Also 
included in the algorithm was to specify if the computation focuses on local vibration of the 
power conductor or the global vibration model. 
9. Experimental investigation of conductor vibration 
MATLAB code was written for the FEM and this was used to model the dynamic analysis of 
the problem of conductor vibration. To validate the FEM model an experimental study was 
conducted at the Vibration and Research Testing Centre (VRTC) situated at the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal which comprises of apparatus similar to that shown in Figure 3. The sweep 
tests (resonance search) were carried out and the test results were used to obtain natural 
frequencies and the modes of vibration for a Pelican conductor. The frequency range for the 
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Figure 2. FEM MATLAB implementation strategy. 
Figure 3. Experimental test set-up [7] . 
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Pelican conductor was between 5 and 50 Hz and testing was done for three axial tensions of 20, 
25, 30 and 35% of its ultimate tensile strength (UTS). The experimental results obtained were 
used to validate the developed FEM model. The comparison between results from the experi-
mental data, FEM and the theoretical model for the three different axial tensions for high 
voltage conductors are reported in the next section. 
10. Simulation and experimental results 
The results from the MATLAB simulations were compared with results from the finite element 
models (FEM) and experimental recordings. These are shown in Figures 4–7. The results were 
compared in terms of the natural frequency of vibration or vertical displacement of the power 
conductor. 
Figure 4. Frequency of vibration at 20% UTS. 
Figure 5. Frequency of vibration at 25% UTS. 
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Figure 6. Frequency of vibration at 30% of UTS. 
Figure 7. Frequency of vibration at 35% of UTS. 
11. Conclusion 
The results showed that the implementation of the derived models in MATLAB provided 
a reliable strategy in the determination of the wind-induced dynamic properties of high 
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voltage transmission lines. The results from MATLAB simulation, finite element method 
and experimental recordings were similar in values and showed similar trend. MATLAB as 
an environment can be used as a reliable simulation tool to implement and analyze high 
voltage conductor dynamics. The parameters obtained from the results, to some degree of 
accuracy can be used to predict the response of conductors due to aeolian vibration caused by 
wind loading. 
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